Think innovative. Act global.

Hessen is a highly attractive place to be.
This is reflected in the continuously growing
number of international companies locating
here. The state government does all it can to
provide them with the best environment for
their investments and also support domestic
companies looking to expand to international
markets.
Tarek Al-Wazir

Hessian Minister for Economy, Energy,
Transport and Housing

The Hessen Trade & Invest GmbH offers you
neutral advice, targeted support and excellent
connections. Both local and global. We keep
you updated on technological trends and
funding programmes in Hessen, Germany
and the EU. Our experts work together to
develop solutions for you.
Dr. Rainer Waldschmidt
Managing Director Hessen Trade & Invest
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Your future in Hessen,
Europe and the world.
With Hessen Trade & Invest.
Hessen has a lot to offer companies and investors, such as the
central location within Germany and Europe and the outstanding infrastructure for excellent connections throughout the
world. It also boasts a strong economy and a great innovative
drive. These are all good reasons to utilise Hessen’s future potential and participate in the success of both Hessian and international companies. As the company for business development,
Hessen Trade & Invest will pave the way for you, offer support
and give you guidance.

“Body of Knowledge”,
Campus, Goethe University,
Frankfurt am Main

Hessen is heading
for success

Ready for
the future

Central und
cosmopolitan

Your Partner:
Hessen Trade & Invest

We take your
company further

Hessen – the location
with high prospects

Hessen is one of the strongest economic regions in Europe with the
productivity and innovative strength
way above EU average. The state is
also one of world’s most sought-after
locations. Many successful companies have made a home here or have
located here. From international corporations to small and medium-sized
companies, including various global
market leaders and hidden champions.

Hessen is also an important location for
science, research and development. In
no other state does such a high proportion of the population work in this field.
Apart from the 13 universities, there
are around 30 non-university research
institutions, as well as about 30 technology and start-up centres that reflect
the impressive innovative strength of
the region.

Hessen’s unique advantages are its
central location and excellent infrastructure. With one of the world’s
largest airports and the outstanding
network of aviation, rail, road and
shipping, we are the hub of international transport of passengers and
cargo.

Success will only last if you stay active.
Hessen Trade & Invest’s objective is to
continuously develop business in Hessen and permanently secure the future
of companies and jobs. We do this by
both promoting innovation and continuously expanding our international
network. Our services are avaialble for
both: companies based in Hessen and
international companies wanting to
invest or open subsidiaries in Hessen.

Hessen Trade & Invest offers you
numerous advantages, including competitive-neutral advice, specific support and above all, excellent local and
international connections. We cooperate closely with the economy, science,
communities, politics, administration,
communities, the government and the
EU. We also keep you updated on the
latest technological trends and funding programmes by Hessen, Germany
and the EU.

The more successful the companies
operating in Hessen, the more attractive the location becomes. So by promoting future-oriented technologies
and international business relations,
we not only empower companies
for the future, but also effectively
strengthen the business hub in Hessen.

The most important sectors include
automobile and aircraft manufacturing,
aerospace, energy, logistics, IT, pharmaceuticals, chemicals, biotechnology,
medical technology, optics, finance,
creative industries and services.
Hessen is also home to one of the
most important financial centres worldwide: Frankfurt is the Capital of the
Eurozone with the European Central
Bank headquarters (ECB) based here,
as well as the Deutsche Bundesbank,
the German Stock Exchange and
around 200 other financial institutions.
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One of the most important factors for
successful market development and
the implementation of future technologies is high-speed digital data communication. As the location of the world’s
most powerful Internet node DE-CIX,
Hessen currently offers the best prerequisites for the economy of tomorrow.

It is also due to these excellent conditions that numerous prestigious
trade fairs are held in Hessen – from
the international Motor Show IAA to
the International Fair for Sanitary and
Heating ISH, to the renowned Frankfurt Book Fair.
Hessen’s cosmopolitan attitude is its
trademark and with over 12,000 successful foreign companies from over
190 nations, the region speaks for itself.

We assist especially small and medium
sized, Hessen-based companies to become more competitive, by providing
them with access to innovative technologies and new markets at home
and abroad. We also work in close cooperation with international, national
and local partners to advise and serve
companies from throughout the world,
seeking to locate to Hessen. We also
promote the region as an attractive
business location both at home and
abroad.

Our services and support offers you
expert knowledge from various disciplines, who collaborate to develop individual solutions for you. Creatively and
with excellent know-how. You have only
one contact: Hessen Trade & Invest.
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INNOVATIVE

1. DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Our commitment to the future.
Technologieland Hessen – the brand
that stands for Hessen Trade & Invest’s
objective to specifically support small
and medium-sized companies in
developing and applying key technologies. We offer:

• Breitbandbüro Hessen:
Fostering and fuelling the expansion of broadband networks
• Creating an infrastructure base for
digitalisation
• Promoting the gigabyte strategies
for Hessen (expansion of broadband networks, 5G and WLAN)

•

2. DIGITALISATION

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Networking of players and
cooperation management
Trade and networking events
Specific publications
Newsletters and magazines
Information on current developments and market opportunities
Advice and support
Promotion of idea transfer from
research and development to the
user industries
Trade-fair participations and
foreign trade promotion

• Expanding the usage of
digitalisation potential in all areas
of business and life
• Promoting the expansion of data
protection and IT security
• Networking for economy,
research and organisations with
digitalisation experts
• Supporting innovative
digitalisation projects
3.	I NNOVATION

Specific information and services are
classified in the following eight key
areas:
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• Strengthening the innovative
power of mainly small and
medium-sized companies
• Networking companies with
universities, research institutions
and start-ups
• Supporting the start-up
eco-system in Hessen
• Supporting Hessian clusters
• Offering information and advice
on funding programmes
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4.	R ESOURCE EFFICIENCY &
ENVIRONMENTAL
TECHNOLOGIES
• Production-integrated
environmental protection (PIUS)
• Efficiency of resources and
digitalisation
• Promoting export for suppliers
of environmental technology
• Recycling management and
environmental design
5.	L IFE SCIENCES &
BIOECONOMICS
• Industrial usage of biotechnology,
e.g. in the pharmaceutical and
chemical industry
• Medical technology, mainly within
the areas of diagnostics, personalised medicine and digitalisation
• Usage of biological raw materials,
material waste recycling and
conversion technologies

7. PRODUCTION
• Scouting for trends in
digitalisation of products
and processes for Industry 4.0
• Connecting companies with the
SME 4.0 competence centre in
Darmstadt
• Coordination of national Industry
4.0 activities
• Additive manufacturing
(3D printing)

9

11

10

8. MOBILITY & LOGISTICS
• "Mobiles Hessen” programme to
promote sustainable mobility
• Connecting projects and players
working on future mobility
• Hessian mobility congress
• Promoting intelligent, sustainable
logistics by means of digitalisation

6. MATERIAL TECHNOLOGIES
• Material and nano-technology
• Material innovations for additive
manufacturing (3D printing)
• Light-weight construction and
bionics
• Optics/photonics and microsystem
technology
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INTERNATIONAL

Our activities in Hessen, Europe and throughout the world.
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Hessen Trade & Invest combines the support of future technologies and
innovations with the expansion of international contacts and initiatives.
Hessen-based and international companies benefit from our one
contact approach through shortened communication channels and
faster decision making, short communication channels and fast decisions.
9. FOREIGN TRADE
•
•
•
•

Supporting Hessen-based companies when expanding overseas
Detailed market information
Trade delegations with political follow-up
Organisation of international trade fair presentations

10. EUROADVISORS
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7

8

• Central contact for networking Hessen-based companies on EU level
• Support in expanding to non-EU countries
• Advice on EU subsidies and support during application phase within
the scope of the Enterprise Europe Network (EEN)
• International cooperation across EU borders
11. LOCATION MARKETING & INVESTOR CONSULTING
•
•
•
•

National and international marketing for the business hub Hessen
Information on Hessen and sector profiles for potential investors
Contact for all matters relating to companies locating in Hessen
“Hessen Champions” competition for successful and innovative
companies located in Hessen
• Cooperation with national, regional and communal partners
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TECHNOLOGIELAND HESSEN
Technologieland Hessen is the brand under which
Hessen Trade & Invest offers information and advice to companies on development, application and
marketing of future technologies. On behalf of the
Hessian Ministry of Economy the brand also offers
numerous consulting services and funding initiatives.
www.technologieland-hessen.de

New ideas develop in your head,
new technologies in a team: Networked. Future. Design.
The most important key technologies of
the 21st century, such as IT or organic-,
environmental- and nano-technology
are highly represented in Hessen. Technologieland Hessen actively promotes
innovations in these fields, specifically
supporting small and medium-sized
companies.

T!VE
8

We not only focus on these new industries.
Technical innovations have an influence on
the entire economy as they determine material technologies and production processes as well as mobility and future logistics.
As many of these developments are based
on digitalisation, we actively advocate broadband expansion and digital processes
in companies.

We build the best connections
Intelligent networking is our most important task. We bring science
and trade together so that new ideas can quickly be turned into
new products. We support cross-sector and technology clusters to
make innovative companies more competitive. We connect trade,
politics, research and administration to bring the benefits of new
technologies to all. We work in close cooperation with our Internationalisation Group to arrange contacts with markets within the
EU and the whole world.
We boost your company – and Hessen
Being a trend scouter, we detect relevant developments in technology sectors and share this knowledge with companies. Addressing
companies’ suggestions and ideas keeps us customer-oriented and
close to the market. Due to our high commitment to expanding
innovative structures, we make your company fit for the future.
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DIGITAL HESSEN

We find the path where innovations
make the fastest progress.

Hessen aims to use the potential of digitalisation for
the region to improve the quality of life and economic
growth and reduce resources usage. The strategy is the
result of the cooperation between industry, trade and
services, research establishments and associations.
www.digitalstrategie-hessen.de

Digital infrastructure

Innovation

As one of the leading digital regions in Europe,
Hessen focuses on the future. We aim to boost the
local digitalisation even further by promoting and
fuelling the expansion of the broadband network.
The Breitbandbüro Hessen is the central partner
for municipalities, providers, authorities and all
others involved.

We not only connect, we also offer small and
medium-sized companies in Hessen numerous
opportunities to drive and accelerate urgently
needed innovation processes. This includes events
and congresses on the latest technology trends,
funding advisory services, mutual presentations
at trade fairs and hands-on information.

Digitalisation

The Forschungsfinder (Research Finder) Hessen
is a special research search engine. This offers a
quick and easy online search for companies to find
universities and other establishments in Hessen
working on research topics relevant to them.

Based on the state strategy “Digital Hessen” and
the gigabyte strategy, we support small and midsized companies, innovative IT companies and
users and connect players from trade and research
with IT experts. IT security and data protection play
an important role here as they build trust in the
new technologies. Our support also includes organising events and congresses as well as Hessian
joint, group and individual booths at trade fairs.
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www.technologieland-hessen.de
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The PIUS funding system in Hessen
In order to firmly incorporate production-integrated environmental protection (PIUS) in the economy, Hessen Trade & Invest fuels the Hessen-
PIUS and PIUS-Invest that offer financial support for consulting services
and investments in small and medium-sized companies. PIUS-Innovativ
provides any Hessian company with funds for the execution of their research and development projects. Hessen Trade & Invest also manages
the transnational PIUS Info portal.
www.pius-info.de   www.hessen -pius.de

Many of tomorrow’s key technologies
share common ground: nature.
Resource efficiency &
environmental technologies
Dealing with our environment and the available
resources responsibly is the basis for an economically and ecologically successful future. Numerous environmental technology companies are
located in Hessen, for example within the areas
of renewable energies, recycling or water treatment. We support these companies in creating
international market potential.
Environmental- and resource conservation is a
significant competitive factor for many other
companies as modern technologies allow us to
use energy and materials more efficiently and
save costs. That is why we offer information,
networking and advice on product-integrated
environmental protection (PIUS).
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Life Sciences & Bioeconomy
Biotechnological processes, products and services play a central role in both healthcare and
the protection of the environment and resources.
Hessen is one of the leading biotech locations in
Germany, and its strong medical and industrial
sector is quite unique.
We support companies working in biotechnology, medical engineering and within the pharmaceuticals industry and help them network both
amongst each other and with research institutions. We also drive bio-economical development
forward, an economic framework that replaces
fossil fuels with renewable resources with a focus
on biotechnological processes.
www.technologieland-hessen.de
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MOBILES HESSEN

Industry and transport are on the move –
we make sure companies are a step ahead.

The programme set up by the Hessian Ministry of
Economics aims to make mobility in Hessen both
ready for the future and more climate-friendly and
sustainable. It serves as an information and exchange platform for politics, economists, scientists
and society.
www.mobileshessen.de
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Material technologies

Production

Mobility & Logistics

Many future materials are
developed and produced in
Germany. Around 160 companies and 60 university working
groups focus on nanotechnology alone, making the state
one of the leading locations in
Europe. Pioneers in the area of
additive production processes –
generally described as 3D print
technology – are at home here,
just as over 90 companies for
optics and photonics, including
numerous hidden champions.
Apart from these sectors, we
support companies in the lightweight construction, bionics
and microsystem technology
sectors.

Digitalisation is fundamentally
changing industrial production.
The digital networking of people, machinery and services
not only allows flexible, efficient and cheap production, it
also makes it sustainable and
customer-oriented. We focus
on supporting small and medium-sized companies getting
ready for the future with Industry 4.0. We guide them and offer
nationwide networking, cooperation at events, best practice
examples and the partnership
with the SME 4.0 competence
centre in Darmstadt.

Future mobility and logistics
are becoming more efficient
and more environmental- and
customer friendly. Innovative
driving concepts as well as a
sophisticated infrastructure and
digital solutions facilitate this.
That is why we promote according activities and support the
“Mobiles Hessen” programme.
We also bring Hessian projects
and players in the area of future
mobility together, for example
at the annual Hessen mobility
congress.

www.technologieland-hessen.de
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Hessen is open to the world.
And the world is open to Hessen.
International competitiveness is essential for both companies and the location
Hessen. We help Hessian SMEs develop
new markets in Europe and throughout
the world whilst representing and marketing Hessen nationally and internationally and supporting international
companies locating in Hessen.
Small and medium-sized companies with
innovative products and services offer the
growing markets abroad many opportunities but without relevant information and
contacts, it can be difficult to find and utilize these prospects. Here’s where you can
rely on us a partner to support you.

Success across all boarders
One of our international priorities is connecting companies within
Europe and in third countries. The European Union has laid the
ground for expansion with projects, funding schemes and cooperation opportunities and we are part of the unique, comprehensive
advisory network for SMEs, the Enterprise Europe Network.
Welcome to Hessen
The State of Hessen has the highest per capita economic output
and is therefore an attractive location for both domestic and international investors. We make sure our unique benefts are established internationally and present a region that is economically
strong, focuses on innovation, is open to the world and offers a high
quality of living. Once investors have chosen Hessen, they benefit
from our know-how, network and our local support.
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Hessian mid-sized companies go international.
Foreign Trade
Many world-famous brands come from Hessen, such as B. Braun, Viessmann, Merck, Leica, Deutsche
Bank or Fresenius. The state’s export ratio is above the national average, and it’s our task to secure and
expand this even further. In collaboration with our offices in Singapore, Argentina, Poland, Russia and
the US, we help medium-sized companies gain a strong position within the international competition.
Large international trade fairs offer a perfect opportunity to present a company and its products to the
whole world. We organise a uniform presentation at joint Hessian booths, with high-quality equipment,
on-site consulting, cooperation forums and receptions. This is particularly effective, convenient and
cost-efficient for small and medium-sized companies.
Hessen Trade & Invest offers companies comprehensive services in selected countries when exploring
new, international markets, making first contacts and intensifying existing connections. Entrepreneurs
can make important contacts and gain relevant information on the current economic situation, market
opportunities and financing options in the specific countries during delegations with high-ranking
representatives of the Hessian government. Visits to German and local companies as well as discussions
with ministries and organisations are also organised.
www.hessen-international.de
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ENTERPRISE EUROPE NETWORK (EEN)
The world’s largest network of advisory centres for
small and medium-sized enterprises was set up by
the European Commission. It offers professional
support within the areas of international growth
and innovation by advising on EU funding opportunities and connecting business- and technology
partners. Hessen Trade & Invest is the lead manager of the EEN in Hessen.
www.een-hessen.de

More than a domestic market:
Your innovations can take off in Europe.
Europe and Networking
In the age of digitalisation technology, start-ups have a headstart by setting up their scalable businesses in Hessen and then quickly branching out internationally. This path is also open to established
companies as innovative offers, combined with high customer value, allow the best opportunities to
tap into new markets. No matter what small and midsized companies require – capital, partners or
know-how – we are there to support them.
As the official advisory centre of the EUR Commision, we will guide you through EU promotion programmes on research and innovation. We help you find the right funding and will support you throughout
all application stages and setting up your projects, and will strenghten your innovation management
competence so that you can take your ideas to market faster and better. We will also search for suitable
international partners for research, development, execution and usage of new products, services and
business models.
In cooperation with public authorities and private sectors, we help ambitious companies gain access
to capital for innovational projects and provide the necessary networks. We are there to fuel your
international growth, from the regional ecosystem out into the world.
www.een-hessen.de
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In good hands right from the beginning.
Location marketing & investor servicing
Hessen offers companies and investors unique competitive advantages, such as the strong economy
with an excellent environment for innovations, best reachability or the cosmopolitan atmosphere and
high quality of living. The unique infrastructure in Hessen allows easy access to both the German and
the international market and opens best growth opportunities for international companies.
When planning to open business in Hessen, the location marketing office is the central point of contact
for companies and investors. We will supply potential partners with details on the market and industries,
information on the legal framework and connect you with technology partners. In close cooperation
with our regional and local partners from Business Development, we will also develop tailormade
location offers and organise site viewings.
Our representatives in Singapore, the US and Argentina are there to assist in the respective regions.
We proactively approach innovative companies via our Hessian international offices and offer potential
investors initial information.
We also organise the annual “Hessen-Champions” competition, which honours companies located
in Hessen in the categories innovation, global market leader and job motor. Here, many small and
medium-sized companies receive special recognition for their ideas and successes.
www.invest-in-hessen.de
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Success stories begin with “Once upon a time …”

The future belongs to companies
with vision, courage and innovative
spirit and Hessen offers them the ideal environment. Hessen Trade & Invest
supports these companies allowing
them to benefit from the opportunities to turn their ideas into a success
story. And therefore also strengthen the
state’s economic power.
Many Hessian and international companies have capitalised on our services such
as comprehensive advice and servicing,
event cooperations or the organisation
of delegations and trade fairs. In addition
to that, we’re also a reliable partner for
scientific institutions.
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Ideas from Hessen – in worldwide demand
Cooling servers with water instead of air, producing with 3D print
technology with 30 years of experience, innovative scanning systems for digitalising documents and books, systems for environmentally-friendly recycling of hazardous lamps. These are just four
of many future-oriented ideas with which small and medium-sized
Hessian companies are successful worldwide. Also thanks to the
support of Hessen Trade & Invest.
International standard and regional connections
Managing the German business from Hessen: This is what a global
player, manufacturing innovative chemical components, decided to
do. We advised and supported the company whilst locating in Hessen. We also promote university events such as on Industry 4.0, in
order to connect trade and science, as this is where research provides companies with significant findings for their future orientation.
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Kegelmann Technik GmbH
Rodgau-Jügesheim
Next expansion target:
outer space.
“As a medium-sized company we need to be able to react
optimally to market fluctuations and trends. Together with
Hessen Trade & Invest, we organised a bionics and 3D
print technology event in our offices where we then had
exciting and constructive discussions.”
Stephan Kegelmann,
Managing Director

e³ computing GmbH
Frankfurt
New technologies
for cool computers.
“Taking part in two delegations as well
as numerous discussions with Hessen Trade & Invest
were also valuable assets when marketing our concept
internationally”.
Alexander Hauser,
Managing Director
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Kegelmann Technik applies additive production and innovative techniques when manufacturing models, prototypes, tools and end
products. This allows the quick and costefficient production of prototypes and small
batches. The company’s clients include sectors
such as automotive, medical engineering and
mechanical engineering.
Bionic components are constructed according to
weight-saving models in nature and offer completely new opportunities not only for car manufacturing but also for aircraft manufacturing and aerospace. They can be manufactured exclusively in
additive production with 3D printing technology,
an area in which Kegelmann Technik already
looks back on 30 years of experience.
The company is highly committed to getting innovative procedures and products off the ground
and the valuable partnership with Hessen Trade &
Invest also contributes to strengthening Hessen
as a business location.

The company distributes an innovative concept for cooling and constructing computer
centres. Its patented cooling technology uses
water instead of air, which not only saves
considerable energy, but also reduces the
space required. This reduces costs and allows
a completely new design of highly-efficient
computer centres.
The e3 computing concept combines information technology with sustainability and, considering the inceasing digitalisation, also has major
potential for the markets of the future.
Several computer centres in Germany have already been designed according to the e3 computing concept, including those of the Airbus
Group, and international companies have shown
great interest in reducing the high cost of cooling
energy. With Trade & Invest’s support the Frankfurt-based company has already been able to
establish and enhance important contacts in the
US and in Russia.
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Herborn GmbH
Ginsheim-Gustavsburg
Shining a new light
on the environment.
“Thanks to Hessen Trade & Invest’s organisation,
we can easily participate in the industry’s most important
trade fairs. We are also extremely well networked and
receive first-class information on the developments
in our industry.”
Thomas Herborn,
Managing Partner

Microbox GmbH
Bad Nauheim
The art of creating
a digital memory.
“Hessen Trade & Invest continuously supports us when
initiating export business and is at our side even after the
deal is closed. Above all, we appreciate the reliable
information and confidential cooperation with the
committed team.”
Stephan Welp,
Managing Partner
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As a specialist for lamp recycling, the family-run
company has been developing trendsetting
systems since 1985. Harmful fluorescent tubes,
halogen lamps or LED lights can be recycled
in an environmentally-friendly and economical
manner – far more efficiently than required by
law.
The mid-sized company has continuously developed the patented “system herborn” further
and also produces mobile systems for on-site
lamp recycling, saving time and long transport
routes. In addition, customers all over the world
receive advice on lamp recycling and the legal
framework.
During a Hessen Trade & Invest event, the company connected with the only German producer
of LED lamps as well as with the FraunhoferInstitute. This resulted in planning a joint project
on environmentally-friendly recycling.

Hessian technology secures the world’s cultural heritage. When it comes to digitalising
documents and archiving the data, Microbox
has belonged to the market leaders for decades. Thanks to the innovative scanning systems
the company develops and produces itself,
numerous museums, libraries and archives can
make their databases accessible to the general
public.
It all started with microfilm and today, Microbox produces equipment with highly complex
micro-scanning technology – still located in Bad
Nauheim. The products are in demand worldwide
and are exported to more than 60 countries.
During the recent years, the company has significantly expanded its existing international business with the support of Hessen Trade & Invest’s
global contacts, comprehensive market information and flanking measures. They made business
deals possible that a medium-sized company
would hardly have been able to acquire alone.
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University of Kassel		
Production organisation and
factory planning department
A good plan
for Industry 4.0.
“It’s important for us that the discussion and reflection
on digitalisation of production- and logistics planning
not only happens at the university.
Hessen Trade & Invest has supported us at several
successful events on digitalisation and simulation.”
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Sigrid Wenzel,
Head of department

Dexerials Europe B.V.
Frankfurt / Main Branch
Global player from Japan,
now also at home in Hessen.
“Ideal business opportunities and the excellent
international connection were the main reasons for us to
choose Frankfurt as a location for our first German office.
Hessen Trade & Invest paved the way for us as a reliable
partner.”
Donald Schaffer,
General Manager Sales & Marketing
Optical Solution Products
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How should production- and logistics processes be planned for Industry 4.0? Which innovative methods and models should be taken into
consideration? This is what the department for
production organisation and factory planning
at the University of Kassel is investigating. One
thing is for sure – the progressive digitalisation
requires a fundamental reorientation.
This affects both planning processes and the
comprehensive use of simulation and visualisation. The department faces the changes with
research and industry projects, researches methodical foundations and develops practical planning
assistance systems. At the same time, the students
are prepared for their future responsibilities in
the industry, with the focus on joint planning by
means of modern, IT-supported methods.
Hessen Trade & Invest supports science and
industry coming together and developing joint
projects.

Chemical components by Dexerials are also
used in medical equipment, consumer electronics and cars. The Japanese company originally
belonged to the Sony Group and is listed on
the Tokyo stock exchange.
The Frankfurt office focusses on products for the
automotive industry such as anti-reflection foils,
optical adhesives, conductive adhesive tapes and
heat-dissipating foils. The innovative materials are
used for interactive cockpit displays or for cameras and sensors in driver-assistance systems. The
portfolio also includes developments especially
for e-vehicles.
Dexerials therefore offers important components
for the automobility of the future and Hessen is
the excellent location. Hessen Trade & Invest supported the globally operating company when
locating in Hessen.
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Welcome to Hessen Trade & Invest.
Innovation and internationality are the strengths of our federal state and Hessen
Trade & Invest positions Hessen as a trade and technology location in international markets. Our team offers Hessian companies and international investors
fast and professional support. Get in touch with our experts, we look forward to
supporting you as a partner.
Dr. Rainer Waldschmidt, Managing Director Hessen Trade & Invest
From left to right:
Dr. Carsten Ott, Head of Department Technology & Innovation,
Dr. David Eckensberger, Head of Department International Affairs,
Dr. Rainer Waldschmidt, Managing Director
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You would like
to find out more about
your opportunities
in Hessen? Talk to us.
Hessen Trade & Invest GmbH
Konradinerallee 9
65189 Wiesbaden
Tel.: +49 611 95017-85
info@htai.de
www.htai.de
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